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AftSTRACT 
\ 
4 
The distribution of fragments that optimizes lethaJ area lor an air* 

ground warhead is derived for the general case where the probability of 
incapacitation is variable. A comparison is made for specified conditions 
between the lethal area related to the optimum distribution (designated 
ERS-Optimum) and the lethal areas corresponding to the Kent-Hitchcock 
Contour and a sphere. . 

COHCLÜSIOHS AND RfiCOMMENDATtONS 

Equation  13, page    6: give«-4He mathematical representation of the 
distribution of a fixed number of fragments on the ground that optimizes 
lethal aiea. It is shown that the optimua cone angle of dispersion of those 
fragments is set by that optimum distribution and that this cone angle 
would only coincide with the terrain limitation under special conditions. 

Preliminary indications are that any large departure from the optimum 
fragment distribution, combined with a disregard for the appropriate cone 
angle of dispersion, may lead to very considerable losses in realizable 
lethü area. . 

• 

It is recommended that the present analysis be extended to include 
studies of variation of burst height and arbitrary angles of approach, and 
that the results eventually be considered in the derivation of a specific 
warhead contour. 

. 

• 

INTRODUCTION 

1. It has been shown that (certain conditions being fixed) the lethal 
potential of an air-ground warhead depends on its surface contour,   that is, 
ifs shape (Ref I). To a significant extent, the shape of a given warhead 
determines a distribution of fragments on the ground; and this distribution 
(again, cenain conditions being fixed) in turn determines the average prob- 
ability of kill over a prescribed ground area. 
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2- This fact suggests two qurstioas: 

a   Given a filed number of fragneuts, «hat distnbiMion of these over 
* g'vei ground area is optimum in some orecise lethality sense? 

r 

b. What warhead shape corresponds to this optimum distribution? 

5- This 'eport is concerned only with the first of these questions. A 
subsequent paper will take up the second. 

4. Both problems have already received considerable attention (Refs 2 
and 3). The conclusions reached indicate that: 

a. The optimum distribution of a fixed number of fragments over a 
given ground urea requires that the fragment density, i.e., th: number of 
fragments per unit area, be a constant and 

b. The sha>  . of the warhead corresponding to this optimum distri- 
bution of fragments is the so-called Kent-Hitchcock contour (which has a 
certain analytic representation). 

I 

•-■-  i 
■ 

3- Previous investigators have assumed, among other things, that the 
probability of incapacitation, P. . , is constant over a given ground area. 
In the present paper, that assumption is not made. P..   is treated as a 
variable so that a distribution of fragments is determined which is optimum 
in a more general sense. 

»    ** 

6. The problem of actually finding the optimum distribution is approached 
in the present paper as a problem in constrained variation: the lethal 
potential of a warhead is defined in term;; of the lethal area integral, and 
a distribution function is sought such that the integral is maximized under 
the condition (constraint) that the number of fragments over a prescribed 
ground area *s constant. The constraining condition itself is stated as 
a definite integral rather than as an algebraic relation, so that the prob- 
lem falls into the so-called isoperimetric class. 

7. In comparing the lethal area corresponding to the optimum distribution 
with the lethal areas related to the Kent-Hitchcock Contour and a con- 
ventional sphere, the following assumptions have been made: 

a. The number of fragments per unit surface area is constant for the 
entire surface of the exploding warhead and, moreover, all fragments are of 
'he same size. * 
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b. Thr tt»gmtM» leave •orn«l eo the surface ot the w«/bead. 

c. The velocity of the fragments is such that the- influrnce of gravity 
may be neglected. 

d. The iritial velocity of all fragments is the same 

e. The velocity of the warhead is zero when it explodes. 

f. The axis of the warhead is oriented normal to the ground plane. 

8. A critical appraisal of these assumptions, if given in Reference I. 

DERIVATION OF OPTIMUM FRACMENT DISTRIBUTION 

9- The lethal area of an air-ground warhead is defined as follows: 

A L -   JJ       Pk (x, y) dx dy (1) 

where P.  (x,y) is the probability denaity of a kill at (x, y), and A    is some 

prescribed ground-area target (thought of as ranging over the xy plane). 

10- It can be shown that, for the conditions met in a wide class of 

lethality problems, the above expression for A    may be approximated by 

AL-jf     [1-exp (-E^x.y))] dx dy 

AHM 

(2) 

where E^ (x, y) denotes the expected number of disabling hits per human 

target at (x, y). 

II. A more explicit form of Equation 2 is 

f(3t, y) g(x, y) p(x, y) 
1-cxp 

cos 1 tan-1 V r1 + y'/hj 

dx dy (3) 

where f(x, y) is the density of fragments on the ground at x,y, 

i 
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g(i. y; is (he average prc-seaced area of a human lUfßt oonnal 10 

ehe fragment path at «, jr, 

p(il y) is the conditional probability density that a single hit will 

incapacitate a target at x, y, 

A is some prescribed circular area on the ground with radius 

ro, and 

h is ihe height of burst of the warhead. 

12. Insofar as AT is circular, and Pk depends only on xa + ya - rJ, a 

transformation to polar coordinates changes Equation 3 to 

A,  - 2n  f0 
-f g p               I 

l-erp|—  rdr (4) 
cos I tan-1 r/hl /   . 

where f, g, and p are now functions of the single variable r (the radius 

vectoi). 

13. Now the number of fragments from the warhead that will lie in the 

prescribed ground arr a is: 

N • 2rr /ro f r dr (5) 

14. Then the problem of finding a lethally optimum ground distribution 

of fragments can be stated in a precise way as follows: 

15. Find f such that Aj   is % iiaximum for N fixed. (The function f 

carries the restriction that 11 be .ilways non negative.) 

16. The solution is made in three steps. In Equation 4, let 

F -27ri[l-exp (-1 sec Itan-1 r/h | g p )| (5a) 

w m 

and in Equation 5 let 

4" 2nti. (5b) 
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The«, by tkt Oücdii» of Vanafioas (Re< 4). fbc lor« ol < (bat •ill aakc 

AL.«« 
equanon 
A    • •«iimuin sub|ect to Uqumoa 5 is obcaiaed by solving tbe iollowing 

dF d<t> 

■      VV0 (6> 

where A is some constant that can be determined from the constraining 
conation (Equation 5). 

o 

17. Now, from Equations 5a and 3b, Equation 6 can be rewritten as 

2nrr[sec i tan-1 r/h( g p exp (-£ sec Itan"1 r/hl g p) + A] - 0 (7) 

It follows that 

In [sec t tan-1 r/hi g p] - In (-A) 
f =      _^  (8) 

sedtan      r/hl g p 

18. The constant A is now delcmincd from Equations 8 and 5. Thus, 

InLsecttan-1 r/h I g p ] r d r 
W 2n - f0 ; 1"—  

o        ^ecitan ' r/hl e p _ln (-X) tl  (9) 

/' 
rdr 

In [sedtan-1 r/h{ g p] 
r | * 

sec|tan~   r/hi g p 
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Hence, combining Equations 8 and 9, the form of f that is optimum is 
• 

xi/T       (»o   M sedtan"1 r/h I g p] N/2»r - f«  1 0-1— r d r 
0 sedtan-1 r/hl c p 
 /~^-  (10) 

sedtan- r/hi g p f* ^  
o      sedtan"1 r/hl g p 

19. The above expression for f is not yet final, however. There is still 

', 
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(he requirement fhat ^be always non-negative. In this connection, the 
condition of non-negativity from Hquation 8 is 

secltan"' r/hl g p ^ (-A) (H) 

20. The above inequality sets the limits of in.egration in Equation 10. 
These limits are computed as follows: Let the integrals in the numerator 
and denominator of Equation 9 be denoted by i, l-Al and I, l-Ai, respec- 
tively, to indicate the functional dependence of the integrals on (~A). Then 
Equation 9 can be rewritten as 

N/2n - I, l-A} - In (-A) I, t-Al (12) 

21. Now construct a plot of sec Uan"1 r/h| gp Vs r from the particular 
set of data at hand. There will be a certain range corresponding to the 
dependent variable's axis over which -A can take on values satisfying the 
inequality stated in Equation 11. The requirement is then to select from 
that range the particular -A that satisfies Equation 12. (In practice, about 
3 or 4 tries will usually suffice for this.) The correct limits of integration 
are then simply read off the r axis of the graph. 

22. From Eqi-ation 10, the final form of f, letting tan"1 r/h equal a, is 

f - In [(sec a)n p]    + 

(sec c)gp 

In [(sec Q)gp]   r d r 

J (seca)gp 
(sec a) 6 p > - A 

I 
J 

rdr 
(sec a)g p J (sec a)g p 

(«ec a) g p > - A 

(13) 

23- It turns out that the expression for f given by Equation 13 can be 
easily managr    ;n numerical work. 

24. A somewhat unexpected result that follows from the foregoing 
analysis is that, in the process of finding the optimum distribution of 
fragments, the cone angle for those fragments is automatically determined. 
The fact that the optimum distribution has certain required limits of 

% 

6 
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■ migration (Equation 13) «huws this piainiy. Consequcntiy, any pre- 
established cone angle (for example, the 156° based on terrain consider- 
ations) could easily prove to be inappropriate for any number of particula/ 
situations. 

25- Terrain considerations will, however, establish an upper bound for 

the cone angle, in which case we have 

0 < 2 a < 156° 

where a is the cone angle given K Equation 13- 

'■ (14) 

26. Whether the upper bound is the 156° of Equatioi 14 some other angle 

will depend on the advances made in terrain studies. 

DISCUSSION OF CURVES 

27. This report contains a calculation of the lethality of three air-ground 
warhead contours under the following specific conditions; 

a. There is a total of 7080 fragments on the surface of each warhead. 

■ 

b. Each fragment is a 20.6 grain cube. 

c. The initial velocity for all fragments is 3340 feet per second. 

d. Each of the three warheads bursts statically at a height of 30 feet 

and at an angle normal to toe ground plane. 

e. The probability that a hit by a single fragment will incapacitate is 
based on the Type B disablement cui*c of BRL (Ref 5). 

f. The average presented area of a human target is given by g - 3.4 + 
1.1 cos a (Ref 1). (The foregoing conditions have purposely been made 

arbitrary to avoid involvement with a higher security classification than is 
warranted by the objectives of this report). 

28- The description is not intended to serve as a basis for generalization, 

but is included only to make a single point clear; namely, that when the 
ground distribution of fragments deviates from some theoretical optimum, 
losses are incurred in lethal area. 

29- In Figure 1 (p 10) density of fragment distribution on the ground is 

- 

7' 

• 
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plotted against distance from ground-zero for the three warhead cootours. 
Fragment density is represented by th? function f (r), in fragments per 
square foot. Distance from ground-zero is represented by the variable 
"r", in linear feet. 

30. Given a presciibed area-target on the ground (in the case illustrated 
by Figure 1 (p 10) this is a circle with a radius of about 141 feet), the 
graph shows how a given number of fragments (7,080) emanating from a 
height of about 30 feet are distributed within that area. The graph shows 
plainly that each warhead shape* gives a different ground distribution of 
the fragments. 

* 

■ 

31. The contour that is least efficient lethally, for the conditions given, 
is the sphere (AL - 16,500 ft2). One reason, suggested by Figure 1, is that 
this contour places far too many fragments in, r. ighly, the inner half of 
the target area and far too few in the outer half. The results are thus 
either relative "over-killing" or "under-killing". 

32. Figure 1 further shows that the Kent-Hitchcock contour is greatly 
superior (A.   - 22,100 ft*) to the sphere in the above sense.1 However, a 
comparison with the theoretically optimum contour, denoted ERS-Optimum 
(AL " ?3.600 ft'), indicates that the Kent-Hitchcock contour, in spreading 
a uniform density of fragmejts throughout the target area, leads to essen- 
tially the same kind of inefficiency as the sphere, though to a lesser ex- 
tent. There is a margin of relative under-killing for most of the target area, 
and on the periphery there is a .elative over-killing.* 

33. Figure 2 (p 11) is a graph (for the same conditions and contours as 
Fi«"re 1) of probability of kill, Pk, against distance from ground-zero, r. 
It is included for the purpose of showing the correspondence between Pk 

and density of fragments f (r). 

'The warhead shape corresponding to the ERS-Optimum Las not been spec:fted except 
in t«rms of the ground disttibutioa. !n the present work, this is not pertinen'   However, it 
is planned to find the corresponding warhead shape in future work. 

*lt is not always true that the Kent-Hitchcock Contour gives a mote efficient distri- 
bution of fragments than a sphere. 

The superiority of the Optimum distribution over the Kent-Hitc) cock in thi* example 
is rather alight. For certain conditions that margin will be murh greater; for othr.r con- 
ditions, it will be less. In either case, the principle is «till the »affic. Deviaiions from 
the optimum pattern lead to relative under-killing and over-killing. 
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